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such a plan- various features that may from time to time come 
into the miuds of impulsive persons as desirable to have been 
included - the motives, that is to say, ot 'reservation, in its design 
are particularly liable to be thus misapprehended, an'rl attempts to 
afterwards 'make good mistakenly supposed omissions of inadvert
ence are thus 'particularly apt to lead to w~ste of value already 
gained. 

·There being this difficulty in the way of carrying out the 
'strict intention of the plan; why should that strict intention be 
entertained ~ Why should it not be intended to giv:e visitors the 

. pleasure that results from the more usual methods of improving 
places of public resort ~ 

A sufficient answer to this point, is that the purpose tor which 
the reservation has been established leaves no room for choice in. 
this respect. ' 

It is true that no fixed limits, by which all manner of floral.' 
and exotic objects of interest would be excluded from the reser
vation, have been prescribed by statute law nor by any form of 
legislative record. None have been laid down. for .us in the 
instructions of your board. Nevertheless, such limits have been 
fixed in a perfectly binding way, and in order to guard as far as 
possible against any .misapprehen~ion, at any time hereafter, as to 
the organic purpose of the plan, we propose to sh~w how this has 
occurred. 

The question of the reservation had been under active dis
cussion six years before a decision "in regard to it was reached. 
The debate on it had been opened by a communication of the 
Governor of the State to the Legislature; many leading plen took 
part in it, and it engaged, at last, a great deal of popular interest, 
It has been well set forth by a rnem bel' of' YOUl' Board that the 

, result marked the potency of' a sentiment closely allied to that of. 
patriotism and 'Of that form of self-respect that moves me~ to the 
gl'eatest acts of heroism. ' , 

It needs to be pointed out, however, that, while this is true, it 
is also true that the heartiest, if not the most loudly pronounced, 
opposition to the measure had its root in the same sentiment, 

The apparent paradox is, to be explained in this way. The result 
of the larger part of' all operations, with which the public has for 

. many years past been familiar,; that have passed under the name of 
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. improvements, and especially of "landscape" or of "park ,j 
improvements, has qeen that of presenting objects for admiration 

:;' calculated to draw off and dissipate regard for natural scenery. 
Examples of-such a, result may be found in the suburbs of mO,st of 
our cities, where, for example, roads attractive .beeanse of certain 
pietnresque natural elements in their borders have been made by 

, improvements to take the character of straight, broad, formal streets 
avenues or "boulevards." They may be found also in many costly 
private villa gronnds where the most complete antithesis possible
to charming natural conditions has been obtained through: lavish 
displays of horticultural art as artificial as Japanese en1brodiery or 
Florentine mosaics. They may be found .again in operations of 
improvement at many places of public resort, one of which, as it 

" passes for an eminent success, may be particularly referred to. 
. It is that of a place on the sea coast originally attractive not at all 

. above thousands of others except because of the movement of 
,:Iad vancing and retiring waters, as seen from the sands at the head 

.of a superb beach. The result of improvements at this place has 
been the supersedure of this beach by an extensive embankment, 
formed of logs and stones, supporting a plateau where visitors are 

,Snvited to enjoy, from plank walks, an exhibition ot garden finery 
conceiveably pleasing in some other' situation, but. as far from 
helpful to an enjoyment of the ocean scenery as anything that can 

."be thought of. 
A common association of ideas growing out of such improvements 

will explain how a strong prejudice was established in the minds 
. of many against the project of the Reservation, upon reading a brief 
\'statement that it had been proposed that the State should form a 
,,;public park at Niagara. Any such prejudice could hardly fail to ' 
]'00 nourished in the minds of all who visi ted the Falls on the 
-'American Bideby the fact that a considerable body of land previously 
~i'known as'The Grove, had, a few years before, been made the 
,'subject of works of improvement, the character of which had led to 
~~its being called a park (" Prospect Park "). This ground had 
,:-'or,lginally been trnly park-like, that is to'say, not inconveniently 
~"rjld or rugged nor densely wooded, but ot a large and simple 
natural topography, and, in a degree, of a secluded sylvan aspect. 

moderate undulations of surface had a general slope toward the 
:erge 'of natural crags of some grandeur, and au outlook .across a 
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great, chasm upon the face of' others unsurpassed in beauty of varied 
vegetation naturally growing from crannies and crevices; it looked, 
also" upon one of the most impressive water scen~s in all the world. 
The improvements made included specimens of ordinary garden 
rock-work, a wall-sided stream of water, with a, decorative bridge 
and an island having construetiona upon it rdesigned to resemble 
mossyrnins, specimens of pseudo-rustie work 'arid of pseudo wild 
gardening, terraced slopes, flower-beds, "ornamental trees," a 
monument, a east-iron fountain, several pavilions, an " archseolcgiea] 
collection," a "gallery of fine arts," a variety theatre and a . 
quantity oftheatricaI' machinery for decorating the great Fall with 
red, white and blue lights. 

What was the organic purpose of these improvements 1 It was 
to draw visitors by any means to a particular piece of ground where 
mqney could be made out of-them, and to so occupy them when 
there that they should not wish to go elsewhere, In this respect 
the improvements were so far ~ success that it was boasted that 
many persons coming from a distance, and for the first time in 
their lives, to seeNiagara, have been known to go away having " 
seen JlO more of it than could be obtained from the midst of. this 
"park," and that some of them left without having looked for a 
s-ingle moment at anything beyond the field of its artifical ' 
impro vemen ts. . 
, Of similar significance is the fact that the largest number of 
visitors every drawn to Niagara had been' upon occasions when,' . 
to such attractions as have been described; there were added grotesque 
performances by mountebanks, with firework;' and music. 

The discussion of the Reservation project disclosed ,the fact 
that great numbers of people had an uneasy sense of humiliation,
 
which ~eeded but a proper occasion for activity to, develop into
 
a form of righteous indignation against these proceedings; and it
 
occurred, in consequence, that the most determined, if not the most.
 

, loudly expressed opposition that the project of the Reservation at
 
any time received, came from a heated apprehension that it would
 
open, the way to other ao-calledimprovements, of which the effect
 
would be to yet further divert attention from the distinctive natural
 
scenery of the place. 

From the first the scheme had been presented with a studied pur- ~ 
pos~ to guard against such amisappreheneion; nevertheless; 80.~ 
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commonly have the minds of intelligent men been impressed by 
the fact that the result of what are called works of improvement 
is generally the injury of natural scenery, and mare so where they 
are called works of' landscape improvement or of park improve
ment, than in any other case, that it was at length found necessary 
to organize and for two years maintain a systematic effort by tract 
distribution, colporterage and elaborate newspaper publication, to 
root out the honest opposition thus arising to the measure. Nor 
would these means have been successful at the time, but for another 
circumstance that remains to be 'stated. 

, It is this: that while the agitation of the matter was in progress 
a legal proceeding oceurred that made an early sale of Goat Island 
probable. To thosein whose minds regard for the preservation of. 
natural seenery would otherwise have remained a ground of preju
dice against the Reservation project, nothing seemed more likely 

, than that any ehange in the ownership of Goat Island would be 
the ocsasion of a speculation looking to money-making on the 
principles that had ruled in the improvements that had passed 
under the name of ,. Prospect Park," and those carried out at the 
seashore resort that has been described. 'The possibility of such 
result made it possible to obtain a better headng than conld other~ 

" wise have been gained for the assertion that the leading purpose to 
.' be accomplished by the:proposed act providing for the Reservation 

was the defense of the scenery natural to the place, and its defense, 
more than anything else, from a class of improvements embodying 
such objectionable principles, 'When conviction on this point had 

. thus at last been gained, what had before been the most formidable 
'. opposition to the measure became its most effective support. 

, The history thus summarized is the justification of a view of the 
. proper organic purpo!,e of the Reservation that, without doubt will 
;0' be often regarded by those urging interpolations upon the plan as 
'. meanly' restrictive and prosaically illiberal. 

In providing for the removal from the Reservation not only of 
mills and other eonstruetions for industrial purposes, but of many 

. things originally regarded as luxuries for the entertainment of , 
•visitors especially of the great illuminating apparatus; in preverrt-·, 
,ing the'approach of a railway for the accommodation of' visitors, 

:'.tlec:aW'€ of the Injury to the scenery that it would entail, and in 
.forbidmg exhibitions in or over the' waters of the Rei>erv~tionl tbe 
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effect of which would be to attract a larger number of visitors to it 
for. other reasons than those presented in its natural scenery, your 
Board has taken what we have assumed to be the only admissible 
view of the proper purpose of the proposed improvement. 

There can be no doubt of the, general satisfaction of the sober
minded citizens of the State in all these proeedings. But when 
works of more positive improvement shall have been undertaken it 
will be found that great differences of-opinion wi1't prevail as to the 
line to be followed in carrying out. the accepted principle. And, 
some of the warmest supporters of the measure will prove to be 
on one side, some on the other, of the line contemplated in the 
plan that we suggest. It is our duty, therefore, to more exactly 
define our views. 

First, then, we are far trom thinking that all that is required to 
accomplish the designed end is to "let Nature alone." 

Incongruities, discordancies, disunities and consequent weak
nesses of natural scenery may result, even at Niagara, from natural 
eauses which, though not as unpleasing to an observer of fine sensi
bilities as those from the so-called park improvements that have 
been mentioned, are yet decidedly, regrettable. ' Of this character, 
for instance, are the immediate results of landslides, where other
wise quiet river banks have been undermined by eddies caused by 
a temporary snag~ing near them of drifting stuff. Of this charac
ter trees, the branches of which have been broken down by ice or 
stripped of foliage by vermin, or the roots of which have been, 
made inert by an accidental puddling of the clayey surface above 
them, or by torrents washing the soil from them, and much else, of 
which examples may be found in the Reservation. 

Not only are systematic measures for the remedy 'and prevention 
of such unfortunate natural occurrenees to be reckoned upon in 
devising a plan for the lastiug improvement or'the Reservation, but 
systematic arrangements, also, looking to better fortune for many 
elements of its scenery than could be ex peeted everywhere to occur 
through unassietedprocesses of nature, as, for instance, in the plant
ing of spots that have accidently become bare of vegetation, and in 
,securing nourishment and protection for young growths. 

, On the other band, it would equally be a mistake to assume, as 
many are ready to do, that it will be consistent with" the leading 
purpose of the undertskiug and will add to the interest of the 
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public in the premises, to introduce into its scenery many forms of 
vegetation which undeniably possess, beau tiful qualities aud which.' 
if introduced, might be unlikely to flourish. Some such would, 
in our opinion, be undesirable lilJ the ornaments of stained glass, 
cut stone, plaster, paint and, fountains that your Board has 'been 
removing.. They would be undesirable because, though natural 
objects somewhere else, perhaps, they would have an alien individ
uality and an irrelevant, diverting and disturbing effect if seen 
among the elements of the natural scenery of Niagara. 

The conservation of the natural scenery at Niagara, in the sense 
, of the term that has been indicated in the foregoing observations, 
being accepted as the primary pUrpOl:le of th~ undertaking, it must 

" next be considered that all that Illay be done for this purpose will 
be futile, except as the enjoyment of the result is to be made 

'available by means of such artificial appliances as walks, roads, 
bridges, stairways, seats and standing places, and that, as all such 
future convenience will lessen the visual space to be occupied by 
elements of natural scenery, the smaller and the' less showey or in 
auy way obtrusive upon the attention such furniture is, the better 
the primary pu.rpose will be realized. But this principle being 
recognized it is not to be overlooked that, unless such furniture is, , 
much larger, more substantial aud obtrusive than might otherwise 
be thought desirable, not only will visitors be put to a degree of 
toil and discomfort interfering with their enjoyment of the scenery, 
but they will be led to movements of more injury. to the scenery 
than that directly caused even by furniture otherwise undesirably 
large. Examples of such injury are already to -be found on the 
Reservation and, as it is not to be doubted that in the exercise of a com

"mon false sentiment measures rightly t? be taken for guarding against 
,:"BliCh injury, will, from time to time, be vehemently objected to, we 
;. will ask attention to one of them, t'o be fouud on the Sister Islands. 

.,' ,Till lately the Sister Islands could not be visited by those who 
i:'had paid the adrnissi~n fee to Goat Island; the approach to them 
, is-off the short routes to and from the most celebrated sights 

of G:oat Island; to go to them it is necessary to leave a carriage 
.~ and pass over a foot bridge. They have thus been much protected 
,bitherto from the hurried and thronging movements of visitors. 
r, The admission fee being DOW abolished, and it having become the 
tCJlstom forall visitors to go to Goat Island, this protection can no 
~~" ~ .. . 
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ficial accommJ 
t. ~/f~longer be counted on; and when .the regular low-priced omnibus 

nature, must b8.;,system shall have been perfected, with a station for setting down 
nation. ,and taking up .visitors at the foot bridge to the Sisters, it is to be 

But it is not ~ expected that they will be much oftener and more densely occu
facts have been,mpied than they, yet have been. Yet, even ,before the entrance 
to be based uix!! 

IX:'charge had been done away with, the movement of visitors upon 
experience in ~ the,ill bad already been sufficient to cause a perceptible and' unhappy 
N atnre has be6~modification of their original.natural character. 
fully and contin"A large part of the old ground' verdure, for instance, had been 

Having 'l'ega1".~ 
\ , killed out, and mud or dust was often found in its place. 

ana consideriniJA large part of the rocks no longer had their former interesting , ';11 

to lairge number,~surface character, all their distinctive qualities having been ground 
vaZue of the primout by the heals of visitors. Not many years before there were to 
all'tijicial chara~be enjoyed here remarkably luxuriant, low massive bodies of a 
matter how val~~description of foliage rare even to most horticural visitors, and 
matter at how ~ when in perfection not less beautiful, as I constituent-of landscape 
be avoided con8~ 

'Colcomposition, than that of the most valued acquisitions our gal-dens , 

for making th61 , have ever received from distant lands-our native yew, a shrub 
Suppose, for ijsupplying the darkest green and th~ brighest red of our, forest. 

the Statute of tl.Because of the unrestricted movements of visitors, some of 
tion that it s~o~whom have been crowded by others out of the more beaten paths, , 

c, our argument"these plants had already lost not a little of' their characteristic 
1~;, as surely as it~beauty and were in a fair way to be gradually worried to de~th. 

poison ivy or'~Elsewhere on the islands numerous roots of trees were to be seen 
_ This CODclu&l9exposed through the wearing oft of the surface soil, bruised and 

.alleged improv,jrendered incapable of supplying the nourishment they formerly
 
had to-the foliage above, which was, consequently, beginning to which will pr~~'·
.•.•.... 

. urged, and urg!Alose its vigor, grace and density, and though your superintendent 
plausible. .'/:,:has taken, some precautions to lessen the evil, what has been said 
.' It has been~can yet be readily verified by a visit to the islands. 
ments to be. Q)jThe les8011 is the more strenuously taught by the present condi ,j 

tion of' Luna island, because, relatively to its area, its surface has 
. .Iarger establish~.c.\:1'. e.. .....''.....place the lii.t.. :'.been more gradnally worn by the feet of visitors. Half the dense' 
. ~hich the Sta.:foliage, originally growing wherever the rock gave it a foothold, 

. the village 01' '.has disappeared, and much of that which remains is t'eebleand 
}-'co~.ld be mad~ftshabby. Unless stringent measures are used to prevent it, Luna 

Island will, in a few years, inevitably become II barren rock. 
to be consider"{ up ... n WhiC.h..t.~hI"\ 

being gradually made desolate by like process, an extent of arti~' rill not in,,:, 
That many parts of the reservation shall be prevented from .. o ....••.......•
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~~, regular lo~.priced omnibus ' ficial accommodation, and of artificial expedients for protecting, 

~h,a station for setting down nature, must be provided that would otherwise deserve condem

~ge to the Sisters, it is to be nation. 

teh~r and densely But it is not simply to enforce this consideration that the abovemore OCCll

e'et, even .before the entrance facts have been referred Ito; there isa principle affecting the plan, 
to be based upon them of much greater importance and which, . ~'movement of visitors upon 

~nse a perceptible and unhappy experience in nearly every public ground wherein the enjoyment of 
':character. ,Nature has been an object has shown to be most difficult to be 

~dure, for\ instance, had been fully and continuously kept prominently in view. It is this: 
~; found in its place. Having regard to the .enjoyment by visitors-if natural scenery, 

~had 'their former interesting and considering that the means of making this enjoym~ntavailable 

:t9ualities having been ground to large numbers of them will unavoidably lessen the extent and 

~Y years before there were to value of the primary ele~ents if nat1tral scenery, nothing if an 

~Dt, low massive bodies of a artificial character should be allowed a place on the property, no 

I~lnost horticural visitors, and matter how valuable it might be under other circumstanoes and no 
ti!ss a constituent of landscape matter at how little cost it may be had, the presence if which can 
~ued acquisitions onr gardens be'avoided consistently with the provisions of necessary conditions 

for making the enjoyment of the natural scenery available. ~~--:-our native yew, a shrub 
~ brighest red of our. forest. Suppose, for instance, that .a costly object of art, like that of 
,,"ients of visitors, some of the Statute of Liberty, should be tendered to the State on condi

~t of the more beaten paths, " tion that it should be set up on Goat Island, the precept to which 

~:\little of their characteristic , our argument has tender-ed would oblige a declension of the gift 

~1~radually worried to de~th. as surely as it would the refusal of an offer to stock the island with 

@tOots of trees were to be seen poison ivy or with wolves or bears. 

~e surface soil, bruised and This conclusion will be found to dispose of lDany suggestions of 

iphOurishment they formerly ····alleged improvement that have already been urged, and the like of 

~~ consequently, beginning to which will probably never, for many ye8rrs at a time, cease to he 
~;~ough your superintendent urged, and urged earnestly, .by good men, on grounds superficially 
tj1he evil', what has been said plausible. ' 
~rthe islands. , . It has been supposed, for example, that one of the first improve
~ught by the present condi- " , ments to be made after throwing open Goat island would be to 
fllf, to its area, its surface has ,j-'Tep]ace the little old eating-house upon it by a much finer and 
~1Of' visitors. Half the dense' ',' \~.larger establishment. If it were a commercial undertaking into 
~hhe rock gave it a foothold which the State was entering, in competition with the people of 
,.f,.. , 

. which remains is feeble and the village of Niagara, it cannot be questioned that the restaurant 
~;&re used to prevent it, Luna could be made a profitable branch of it.' But adopting the view 
:~ecome a barren rock. npon which the plan of imp:ovrent now submitted is based, it is ' 
~ shall be preven ted from .to be considered that no house can be 'built upon the island that 
... process, an extent of arti.:' s,:will not. in some degree dispossess, obscure and disturb elements 
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of its distinctive naturar,scenery.~~:Thequestion, then, is, will the 
and it is in all resp,' absence of places ot'refresbment cause such hardship to visitors, 
on the ReservatioDlreasonably provident for themselves, as to seriously interfere with 

If the State 8h~the general enjoyment by the public of the scenerv j It is It 
to a museum, it w~sufficient answer to say that there is lIO point in tl~ reservation at 
thus suggested tlw which a house can be placed that is more than ten minutes' walk 
ground that it .hAlor five rni II utes' drive from hotels and restaurants standiog on 

In arguing agaill!land of private ownership. 
on the Reservati~Similar reasoning will apply to a variety of projects that it can 
approved only on'have been supposed that y~ur Board will entertain only through a 
hardship preveotiflfailure to understand that it is precisely against obstrusions of 
however, to maintlessentially the same character on the natural scenery as they 
to what they willwould involve that the State has placed the premises in reserve. 

.. .. in order that the 011The project ofa camera obscura is, one such; that of prospect 
. out as fully' as. tbettowers another, that of a militia parade ground another. 

In the cases to .~But of sugg~stions that have been publicly made fo~ using the 
is this:Niagara Res~rvation for- purposes other .than that of conservation 

What is to beand protection for its natural scenery and the' facilitation of the 
respect to the enj~public enjoyment of it, that which calls for the gravest considera
particular conditiotion is one for the establishment upon it, in a suitable building, of 
J!:reat body of vi~a collection of objects helpful to a study of the geology of the region 
without rega.rd ~ and of the interesting history of the border lands of the St. J..aw
results of trainulrence, the Niagara and the lakes A museum and library for these' ' 
most; It is a q,lpurposes being desirable, there would be obvious advantages in 
average enjoyroe~placing them near the Falls; but the advantage of placing them 

We will direQt within the Reservation, rather than at some other point within the 
ment on a qu~village of Niagara Falls, cannot outweigb the objections that we 
most likely to ~ have aimed to present to complicating in any manner the purpose 
opinion. It is fl<)jwhich the State has primarily in view in forming the Reservation: 

To see the Ca~This is no more a scientific or a scholarly or an educational purpose 
Porter's Bluff, ;j, than it is a commercial purpose. 

.; the arrangement)A venerable and public-spirited citizen of the village, of a family 
. be moved in w~to which the State already owes much, has offered to present, for 

they be sUbjectej the purposes named, a building site, now his private property, bor- , 
The following!dering upon the Reservation, on condition that the bnilding and 
The view ofjnecessary support of the institution ~lall be otherwise provided.' 

especially attrao¥ The situation offered is a commanding one; it is in the most attract
limited in exteni ive quarter of the village; the ground is higher than any on the , ~ 

,Reservation; the body - of laad is larger than would be $trictly bers who; at U. 
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~.;·.·,.".<,qnestion, the?_ Is, ,,:il.l the necessarv; it would have a direct entrance from the' Reservation, 
, " 

ft· ,such hardshlp to visttors, arid it is in all respects a better site than any that could be proposed.. 
~to seriously interfere with on the Reservation.k,f.· 

~. of the scenery? It is a If the State should think it expedient to take action favorably 
~. point in tllp reservation at to a museum, it wonld be much better that it should be in 8 form 
iflre than ten minutes' walk thus suggested than in that of reappropriating to the purpose 
~. restaurants standing on ground that it has reserved for the enjoyment of natural scenery. 

In arguing against the proposition to provide refreshment places 
~ety of projects that it can on the Reservation, we..have taken the position that it could be 
~•. entertain only through a - approved only on the ground that otherwise visitors might aufier 
~y against obstrusions of ' hardship preventing enjoyment of the scenery. It is necessary, 
~'~natural scenery as they however, to maintain that some visitors must even be condemned 
~ the premises in reserve. to what they will think something of a hardship at certain points 
~ne such; that of prospect , in order that the organic purpose of the Reservation may be carried 
Wr0llnd another., . out as fully' as the plan contemplates that it shall be. 
itlblicly made for Ilsing the In the cases to which we thus refer the question to be considered 
it.han that of conservation is this: ' (d .L~r . the facilitation of the What is to be the effect of certain proposed arrangements in 

tfor the gravest coneidera- respect to the enjoyment of the scenery, not by a few visitors of a;\10. . 
~lD a sl1ltable buildin» of ~. particular condition, at certain times, but, in the long run, by the 
[tTl.e geology of the re~i()n .. great body of visitors ~ And this question is to be discussed not 
~r lands of the S1. I,aw- -. without regard for those who, from natural endowments or the 
~nm and library for these' Y results of training, are <susceptible to a higher enjoyment than 
~:obvious advantages in most; It is a question, we are bound to consider, of the highest 
l!antage of placing them average enjoyment. 
~ other point within the We will direct attention at once to the point where the judg
lithe objections that we ment on a question of this kind that is represented in the plan is 
Iny manner the pu rpose most likely to be differed with by an important element of public 
~rtning the Reservation: opinion. It is for your Board to say whether it is sound. 
r-, '3 ' 

~!Ln educational purpose , To see the Canadian Fan from the height called, on the drawing,
4'!f," , ~.;{, Porter's Bluff, visitors approaching in carriages will be obliged, 'by 
tt.phe village, of a family..~ " ,', the arrangement proposed in the plan, to leave them and walk, or 
~,ofiered to present, for be moved in wheel chairs, a distance of thirty paces. Why should 
~,private property, bor they be subjected to this inconvenience W 

_)!h" 'he building ,nd., The following statement is our answer: 
~ otherwiss provided. ".~ The view of the vortex of the Fall which makes the locality 

·...'~.t is in the most attract.,...•......' especially attractive can only be obtained from a space of ground so 
~r than any on the." , limited in extent that it does not offer standing room for the num

.",," n would be $trictIy) :;" , hers who; at times even at present, wish to occupy it.. It is cer
~\ ' "- ,,~ 

'~~ . 
~l' .. 
~< 
'-"'I 

I 
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